
Kayt’s Excellent  
Toronto Studio Tour 2012 

During the summer of 2012, Kayt toured and 
recorded at five of Toronto’s major recording 

studios to record sketch tracks for the use of KLB 
band members when learning new songs. 



Number 9 Five tracks, recorded at Number 9.  Super fun day!  
Wish we’d go a picture of the amazing grand piano 
in the other studio!  Bernie, Studio 9’s technician 
was awesome.  We had a great afternoon. 

Bill Galloway, Bernie Cisternas, Kayt and Roy Buna 



Roy met a 
new amp.  
Always a 
pleasure!  



Studio 8 

Jeff Eden is the recording 
engineer at Studio 8.  He 
has a beautiful main 
studio, but for our session 
he chose to use his 
travelling recording rig at a 
space chosen for it’s 
acoustic qualities. Smart! 
 It was a beautiful ambient 
room, in East Toronto, fully 
equipped for a full band 
rehearsal or recording 
session.  
I brought two girlfriends 
with me who made the 
afternoon really fun! 

Fastest audio editor I’ve ever met. 



Jeff listened carefully to my mando to 
find the prime spot for the microphone 
to go.  I had to be careful not to move 
too much once the mic was placed! 



The Recording House 
I spent all afternoon at the Recording House!  Technician Sean Gregory has been 
recording for a very long time, and has worked for a gazillion amazing performers.  
Currently (2013) TRH is building a brand new gorgeous studio!!!  I can’t wait to visit. 



Sean is a truly awesome 
person to spend a serious 
afternoon recording with.  
And for all you music- 
makers out there, I highly 
recommend Sean’s blog at 
http://trhmusicgroup.com/blog/ 

 

Hope you’ll check it out! 

 Studio 2,  Studio 1,  and soon…. Studio New! 

http://trhmusicgroup.com/blog/


Cherry Beach 



Discovery… 
I had no idea, 
there was such 
a thing as a 
ProTools-brand 
board!     



Metalworks 
I was intimidated by the gorgeousness of 
the studio and the history that I was 
aware had taken place there.  (And I was 
unacceptably late for my session.)   
Man, Oh Man, I loved recording here. 



Kevin Dietz, Head 
Engineer, teched 
my session.  What 
a pleasure to chat 
with him about 
all-things-audio!  
And what a 
sincere guy!  Very 
much hope to 
work with him 
again someday. 



The Results 
By the end of the summer, I had twenty-six 
songs recorded for the benefit of the whole 
band, so we could learn the tunes.  Some of 
the tracks were even properly multi-tracked to 
a steady rhythm so that they could potentially 
be used for recording in the future.   
 
Of course, some of them were too fast or 
slow, or I’d made mistakes that I couldn’t live 
with.  On one occasion, I’d skipped a whole 
chorus.  Oops. 
 
The real value, in addition to having audio 
copies of all the tunes, was in having visited 
with all the amazing folks in their amazing 
studios!  Now I know a bit more about where 
to get certain things done properly. 
 
I found out all kinds of things, I didn’t know 
before, about recording and preparing. 

Kayt Lucas Band’s Technical Producer John 
Preketes and I poured over the recordings to 
learn what we could from them.  Each and 
every one had different qualities, and the 
style of each technician was inherent in the 
way the files were put together and the 
levels set.  Very, very interesting. 
 
Wouldn’t it be fun to visit a few more! 
Toronto is home to some of the most 
amazing studios on the continent.   
Maybe I’ll make a wish-list! 

 


